Resilience
A book about breaking the cycle of supply chain disruption

A new volatile era of supply chain
modelling and optimisation has hit
machinery and equipment manufacturers
hard with a broad range of disruptions,
from material shortages and price
fluctuations to suppliers going bankrupt.
Brexit, the pandemic, the Russian invasion in Ukraine, and
rocketing transport, energy and raw material costs have
become ingredients to a disruptive cocktail of supply chain
pains. It’s no wonder that so many consider these pains as
circumstances out of their control.
This book collects a series of published content from
leading voices at PP Control & Automation and the wider
UK manufacturing community. It details not just the
disruption at play, but also the opportunity to break the
cycle and take back control. Together, we’ll come out the
other side buoyant with greater resilience than ever before.
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Supply: The
universal problem
Tony Hague, CEO of PP Control &
Automation, says the chronic supply
delays, caused before Covid but
exacerbated by the pandemic, is an overdue
and golden opportunity for companies that
manufacture goods. But will we act?
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Anyone in UK manufacturing right
now, irrespective of size, capabilities
or markets served, have one common
challenge – that of supply chain.
Certainly, in my 30 years working in the control and
automation sectors, I have never witnessed anything
like it before. Just about every one of our automation
component suppliers have gone from lead times of a
typically few days to several months – and even then, it
is subject to last-minute change.
The semiconductor chip shortage is well publicised,
not only affecting the OEM world but closing entire car
plants globally. Have you tried buying a new car lately?
The impact of Covid causing significant loss of
production, the time required to get these plants back up
to speed as restrictions lifted, the significant increase in
demand of electronics being driven by markets such as
electrification and 5G communications, the monumental
backlog of demand and the time needed to create
additional capacity have clearly fuelled the perfect storm.

It often takes a seismic shock to challenge beliefs,
strategies and ideologies that we align to and perhaps
a worldwide pandemic (with Brexit and the RussiaUkraine crisis thrown in for good measure) will
indeed do just that?
Is it not time for countries to take a closer look at
their own internal capabilities and supply chain
competencies and consider all the risks associated of
elongated long distance supply routes that were often
developed on the back of perceived lowest cost?
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PP C&A employs more than 200 people at its facility in Cheslyn Hay

In truth, the supply chain crisis we see right now
was not caused by Covid, this however accelerated
the inevitable outcome that we are now battling.
Long distant, over-lean, just-in-time, price focused
supply chains that were fragile at best.

Now is the time to refocus and reinvest in sectors
of UK manufacturing and associated service
sectors that we previously raced to offshore.
I’m not naïve enough to suggest that UK
pursues a blinkered island mentality with the
belief that we can bring all capabilities back
to our shores and be completely sustainable
without the obvious need for global trade both
ways. What I do, however, suggest is that we
have “prostituted” elements of UK engineering
and manufacturing capabilities off-shore over
the decades simply in the hunt for a lower price.
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If you overlay the obvious need for increased
environmental awareness and sustainability along
with consumers having far more awareness of
dealing with suppliers who have strong ethics and
appreciate their corporate and social responsibilities,
then the compelling argument for reshoring where
sensible and practical becomes ever stronger.
The UK has a proud history of engineering
innovation, we are globally recognised as such. The
products and technologies we have developed touch
every corner of the globe, but too often we have, at
the first opportunity, moved production offshore and
lost the economic benefit to the country, lost the
ability to train and upskill our employees and then
bemoan the lack of UK productivity that has never
recovered since the 2008 recession.

Manufacturers, following this seismic shock,
have a window of opportunity that may never
present itself again. I wonder what we will do?

Originally published in:

June 2022
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Once in a
generation
reshoring boom
De-risking supply chains, mitigating
long lead times and ensuring security
of supply are driving a major reshoring
trend back to the UK according to PP
Control & Automation CEO, Tony Hague.
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Tony believes that cost and availability
of freight, combined with huge economic
and political uncertainty, is changing
perceptions when it comes to the ‘total
cost of acquisition’ and this translates
into a ‘once in a generation’ opportunity
for domestic manufacturers.
His own business is already reaping dividends, picking up
new contract manufacturing orders with OEMs involved in
transport, energy and power and warehousing and logistics.
These clients had previously worked with partners in China,
Eastern Europe and India, but have recently turned their
attention closer to home to achieve higher added value and
shorter lead times.
“Reshoring is happening and the opportunity for the wider UK
economy will only increase in my opinion,” commented Tony,
who was named in LDC’s top 50 most ambitious business
leaders last year.

“The political and economic landscape is volatile,
and this is driving questions relating to risks and
costs around ‘extended’ and distant supply chains.
There is also growing environmental concerns,
as well as corporate and social responsibility of
partners that reside in the supply chain.”
He continued: “All of this means we are now more
competitive than ever, and this is encouraging
companies to return to the UK or increase local content.”
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PP Control & Automation, which employs 230 people at
its world class factory in Cheslyn Hay, is on course to post
£28m sales for the last twelve months, with a future order
pipeline suggesting further growth is on the horizon.
The strategic manufacturing outsourcing specialist has seen
demand for its services rise by 25% on the previous year
and bosses at the firm believe this is due to a combination
of reshoring and an increasing number of high technology
businesses bringing new innovations to market.
Member of the Manufacturing Assembly Network
(MAN), the firm has recently widened its engineering and
manufacturing capabilities to include a more comprehensive
mechanical/pneumatic offer and a dedicated Electrostatic
Discharge (ESD) area to support electronics integration.

“The opportunity is there, but UK
manufacturers need to be bold and brave
to ensure they take advantage of it,”
“We need to invest in people, process and automation in order to
create manufacturing models that are agile and flexible. Focus and
spend in areas where you have really strong core competences and
ensure you partner with experts in their respective fields.”
Tony concluded: “Companies do not need to get bogged down with
high levels of vertical integration, it just causes higher overheads
and can lead to lack of flexibility when capacity and demand cycles
changes.
“Get this balance right and there’s no reason why UK manufacturers
can’t overcome international rivals by delivering design for
manufacturing support, security of supply and more added value.”

Originally published in:

March 2022
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Broken supply lines
drive manufacturing
back home

After two years of global supply-chain disruption, and with
dark clouds on the horizon, manufacturers around Britain’s
second city of Birmingham say they are inundated with
orders, helped by new and old domestic clients bringing some
production back home.

Birmingham, In central England,
birthplace of the industrial revolution,
factories are buzzing anew, hammering
out parts for cars, planes and medical
machines that used to be made in Asia.

In Britain, this “reshoring” trend is also being driven by the
introduction of full border checks following the country’s exit
from the European Union.

For decades, supplier decisions were based largely on price.
But the pandemic and mounting geopolitical tensions have
undermined the mass outsourcing model, prompting some
buyers to build alternative production lines nearer to home,
despite it being a lengthy process that can drive costs higher.

“It takes a bit of a seismic shock to make
companies re-evaluate strategy,” manufacturing
boss Tony Hague said. “But price becomes
fairly irrelevant if you can’t get the stuff.”
In the last two years, his PP Control & Automation, located just
north of Birmingham, has won more than 2 million pounds’
($2.4 million) worth of work that had previously been handled
outside Britain, and its order book is up 25% in that time.
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Data source: Make UK Global Supply Chains Survey 2022

What are 132
manufacturers
saying?

% companies citing the biggest factors inhibiting
their supply chain transformation. A lack of visibility,
flexibility and agility is holding manufacturers back.
%
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This spread pulls out key responses from a
survey by Make UK of 132 manufacturers,
conducted in the first quarter of 2022.
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The ‘Broken Supply Lines’ story continues on page 20.
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People, skills,
and training

My company is confident in
meeting demand for goods and/or
services in 2022

Manufacturers top five cited benefits to improved supply
chain management. Over a third cite faster response to changes.
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No parts? No cars
A survey by industry group Make UK of 132 companies,
conducted just before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, showed
that over two-fifths had increased their British supply base,
with almost a fifth describing it as a “significant re-routing”.
This shift could prove significant in Britain, where the collapse
of heavy manufacturing from the late 1970s onwards eroded
many skills among the workforce, a gap that’s starting to be
filled by robotics, automation and 3D printing.
Such reshoring and nearshoring, or bringing production to
countries closer to home, is being replicated around the
world - though without the complexities of Brexit - in a
burgeoning trend that could impact local jobs and economies,
as well as the environment.
A survey of more than 1,500 global supply chain leaders by
AI group Interos, in the first quarter of 2022, found that more
than half said they planned to bring suppliers closer to their
operations.
Freight giant XPO Logistics told Reuters it was also seeing
clients in textiles and automotive move some production
from Asia to Morocco, and to Eastern Europe.
Nonetheless, while orders may be flowing into British
factories, many manufacturers face their own supply-chain
disruptions of varying degrees in their procurement of raw
materials and parts from abroad, slowing their production.
There are perils involved in the costly and time-consuming
process of investing in new machinery, finding new suppliers
for materials and building out logistics chains, all with a
potential recession on the horizon.
In an effort to mitigate some of these risks, and protect
against a reversal of fortunes should the global disruption
subside, some British manufacturers are locking clients into
multi-year contracts to justify hiring and investment costs.
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Rowan Crozier at precision-stamping
group Brandauer in Birmingham said new
customers wanted to de-risk operations.
With his order books for tools having doubled
over the past two years, he has opened a
second site and is getting his biggest clients
to agree to five-year to six-year contracts.
While in previous years he could not compete with Chinese
factories that could churn out products at speed, he says
investment in automation, robotics and staff training has
changed the dynamic.
He says he can now manufacture a high precision progression
stamping tool - used to produce electrical connectors which
go into printed circuit boards - in-house for around 5-15%
above the prices of quality Chinese toolmakers. Six years ago
the price gap was nearer to 30-50%.
Ten miles away, Tony Sartorius’ Alucast is also receiving calls
from customers who moved their production to India, China
and Korea in the early 2000s, asking if he can help. He too
insists on long-term contracts.

“From the back end of the 90s and up until
fairly recently, price has been the driving
force, but if you don’t get your parts, you
don’t make your cars, and that’s damaging.”
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There are certain companies that have always sought to
keep their manufacturing in Britain, typically makers of
premium and niche products.
Pashley Cycles, which produces classic English bicycles that
can cost about 1,000 pounds, as well as cargo delivery bikes
and cycles for city share schemes such as in London, was
less affected than others during the pandemic as it sourced
and manufactured so many of its products at home.
Pashley’s Managing Director Adrian Williams said he was
met with bemusement in years gone by when he tried to
buy parts from local factories, which would ask why he was
coming to them and didn’t just buy abroad like everyone else.
Now, he adds, there is increasing collaboration in the region.

Opportunity knocks
Pashley and several Birmingham
factories work with non-profit
organisations such as WMG, an academic
department of the University of Warwick,
and the Silverstone Technology Cluster,
which promotes advanced engineering.
Pashley sources parts developed in Britain’s aerospace
industry and other high-end sectors.
Mark Godfrey-Vallance, principal engineer at WMG, which
links suppliers with customers and promotes innovation,
said the creation of new supply chains to build products like
electric vehicles was also driving a spirit of collaboration.

“ The opportunities are there and if
we don’t grab them in the UK, I can
guarantee that people elsewhere will. ”
John Glen at the Chartered Institute of Procurement & Supply,
a global industry body, said European manufacturers had a
window to prove they could compete with lower-cost rivals in
Asia while the global movement of goods remained fractured.
But, as a worldwide economic storm brews, and the prospect
remains that supply chains could recover, manufacturers in
Britain could be burnt if they don’t secure long-term contracts.
For now, though, the mood remains buoyant.
UK order books surged between November last year and May
this year, before easing slightly in June and July, according to
data from the Confederation of British Industry.
Although the reshoring of some production is unlikely to
increase manufacturing’s input to the British economy from its
current 10%, it could boost productivity in a country that has
badly lagged on that front since the financial crash of 2007-09.
As Hague of PP Control & Automation walked around the busy
floor of his factory, which employs 230 people, he said higher
labour costs in Britain did not preclude staying competitive.
Wages are only one component of the overall cost of a product,
with other factors including materials and energy, he added.

“ If you invest in your people, invest in training, invest
in automation, invest in robotics, do all the right things,
basically as a UK manufacturer, you can be competitive.”
Originally published in:

July 2022
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The answer to
supply chain
disruption could lie
just outside the box
Brexit, the pandemic, the Russian invasion
in Ukraine, and rocketing transport, energy
and raw material costs have become
ingredients to a disruptive cocktail of
supply chain pains, putting a bad taste in
the mouths of every manufacturer. It’s no
wonder that so many consider these pains
as circumstances out of their control.

PP C&A has decades of experience in supply
chain modelling and strategic purchasing
techniques, coupled with a comprehensive
global network of supply partners – this
experience has never been more valuable.
A successful outsourcing partnership can open
the door to better optimisation and supply
chain robustness and reliance, even with the
combined disruption of these seismic events.
PP C&A has worked closely with several OEMs
to prove exactly this - there is opportunity,
with the right resources and abilities to think
innovatively, to navigate the landscape and
outperform your competition.

“It takes a bit of a seismic shock to make
are two examples
inventive
companiesOverleaf
re-evaluate
strategy,”of manufacturing
thinking around a universal problem.
boss Tony Hague said. “But price becomes
fairly irrelevant if you can’t get the stuff.”

The new era of supply chain volatility has hit
machinery and equipment manufacturers
hard with a broad range of disruptions, from
material shortages and price fluctuations to
suppliers going bankrupt.
There is no magic ticket out of the mess,
but it is a time when businesses with the
ability to think outside the box will stand
better ground and be better prepared when
disruption eventually lifts.
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#1

An engineering
collaboration and
re-design with
greatly increased
security of supply
PP C&A has been working with a global
machine tool builder for close to 30
years. As the years have gone by, the
relationship between the two businesses
has become more interlinked, with PP C&A
increasingly being asked to be involved in
the design stage of new machine builds to
support ‘Design for Manufacture (DFM)’
and understand how more specification
can be added easily to new models.
This collaborative approach lay the foundations to solving
a new problem – a continuous supply chain disruption.
One part of a machine build in particular, that of a specific
design protection system, was subject to shifting delivery
schedules and the issue had the potential to disturb build
and lead times in a serious manner.
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The biggest issue afoot was the fact that only one supplier
was the source of the design protection system, but this
supplier couldn’t satisfy the demand and so the issue of its
supply was out of the customer’s hands.
Supply chain modelling and successful optimisation relies on
robustness. In this case, the strategy wasn’t robust enough
– how can PP C&A work closely with its customer to build
resilience and put the situation back in its hands?
Engineers from both businesses began working together on
engineering a design solution that could unlock the use of
multiple component suppliers instead of one.
Engineers looked at how a new solution could be designed
to fit the existing cabinet, paying close attention to
mechanical layouts and the availability of alternative and
like-for-like parts from trusted supply networks. These
parts could then be mixed and matched as directed, building
a hybrid supply chain with access to a wealth of options,
and no compromise on quality.

It took PP C&A just three months to help
develop the re-designed protection system
and stock shelves with its newly defined
components, ready to build on demand.
If engineers at PP C&A hadn’t recognised that this problem
could be a continuous one, and engaged with its customer
early on, it would still be an issue today, over a year on.
Even if that disruption does eventually lift, the machine
tool builder will likely never look back. The solution is more
optimised than ever, mitigates serious risk and provides longterm security. It has become so well received that the solution
is now being rolled out to other machines within the range.
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Alternate technologies
bypass electronics
market constraints
A long-standing PP C&A customer in the
packaging equipment market for food
applications was suffering from a large
degree of risk and supply chain concern.
With shortages on specific power supplies, a range of
machines was facing build disruptions. In the short-term,
alternative ‘off the shelf’ power supplies could be sourced and
swapped like-for-like but this solution was neglecting the
bigger picture. It wouldn’t be long before those alternatives
were also in short supply as ultimately they relied on the same
electronic components.
When that appeared to be the case, PP C&A engineers reached
out to its wider network of partners and invited a UK based
power supply design company to see if they could help
develop four custom power supplies to replace the existing
ones but also appease the component supply disruptions that
were drying up production of the originals and the alternatives.

PSU Designs has very substantial design and
development resource at its Midlands facility and having
looked at the required power supplies specifications
and following discussion between all three parties,
commitment was made to undertake rapid development
and to launch four replacement models into production.”
Nick Arkell, Managing Director, PSU Designs Ltd
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The answer was yes, and the solution a simple but clever one. They
would redesign the four power supplies using more traditional
analogue technology, where components were more readily
available. It removed the current constraints in the electronics
market, effectively creating a disruption-proof solution for the
machine builder. Nick Arkell, Managing Director for PSU Designs Ltd
comments:
“Having a vast wealth of available circuits, designs and products
it was possible to develop new models at speed, with no risk to
performance or reliability. Using a patchwork of products and
technologies already at its disposal, PSU made it possible to produce
the required replacements in a total timescale of 10 weeks.”
The solution will be used long-term and having a UK-based supplier
on short lead times makes sense and manages risk. Nick continued:
“All three companies are within an approximate 10 mile radius of
one another and so this three-way partnership was able to solve
the shortage of power supplies, help secure local jobs and indeed
has created jobs at PSU Designs, manufacturing product that was
previously sourced elsewhere.

“PSU Designs Ltd supports and believes
passionately in local partnerships,
wherever possible, and looks forward to
the relationship becoming a long-term
and mutually beneficial one.”
This particular supply chain headache actually became a blessing
in disguise for the machine builder and an excellent example of
how you can turn disruption into opportunity. The new solution
highlighted improvements for a more optimised design for
manufacture compared to the original power supply. This optimised
design gave the machine builder the confidence to accelerate a
planned production ‘ramp up’ in order to meet a strong order book.
Originally published in the PP C&A blog:
Control & Automation
Complete manufacturing solutions

September 2022
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Summary

ppcanda.com/uk-manufacturing-tv-special-report/

Supply chain disruption will be
here for some time yet, particularly
around the electronics industry
where long lead times and shortages
are forecast to remain well into
2023 – perhaps even longer.
When we do see supply chain constraints easing, then
the focus will quickly move to the ability to scale at
speed and meet customer demands.

Scan to watch a debate
that came up with a
series of proposals for
creating a more resilient
future for UK supply
chains. The panellists
were Julia Moore from
GTMA and Reshoring
UK, Professor Michael
Lewis from Bath
University and Tony
Hague. The debate was
chaired by Nick Peters.
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A resilient and robust supply chain model that identifies
and mitigates risk, coupled with key partnerships with
companies that can support growth ambitions in a
long-term strategic manner is clearly the answer.
Even some mitigation is better than none at all, but
there may also be situations like those presented here,
which actually turn disruption into opportunity and
help develop long-term strategic choices.

It takes collaboration, exemplary engineering,
and creative thinking to overcome the
challenges, but with an outsourcing partner
like PP C&A, machine builders have
access to that in abundance.
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Since 1967, PP Control &
Automation has grown to be
one of the world’s leading
providers of strategic
outsourcing solutions.
PP C&A looks to adopt a consultative approach
when engaging with customers, looking first to fully
understand and appreciate potential areas of constraint
and ‘business pain’, before designing a manufacturing
solution that delivers specific remedies based on your
individual needs. The solution PP C&A offers is able to
deliver significant and measurable results.
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